
Gene Duplica,on, Shared Interests, and Moving Between Levels of Selec,on 

David Sloan Wilson:  I want to begin by focusing on your scenario for gene duplica6on and other, well 
let's just s6ck to that. You have this great scenario where there's gene duplica6on, therefore one set can 
become damaged or mutate and so on. That's okay, the organism s6ll survives because there’s two sets. 
Then ul6mately you get specializa6on and diversifica6on and so on and so forth.  

 In that scenario, individual level of selec6on is playing a very standard role basically. It's individual 
organisms that are dying or not. And so that's a basic part which is so commonplace that we might not 
even no6ce it.  

 When we begin to talk about superorganisms such as social insect colonies or human superorganisms, I 
think that the unit of selec6on which in this case is going to be some group as a unit of selec6on, let's 
say a social insect colony, s6ll needs to play that standard role. The mechanisms that we invoke and so 
on might be very complicated. They might involve lots of the things that you invoke because you're a 
very mechanis6c thinker.  

 But in the story as you tell it, there's s6ll a unit of selec6on which in the case of individuals is just the 
individual's unit of selec6on. But in the case of higher level systems is going to be some group, some 
society as a unit of selec6on. That's s6ll an essen6al part of the story.  

 The way I put it, when I write about it, is adapta6on at any given level requires a process of selec6on—at 
that level—and tends to be undermined by selec6on at lower levels. And I like to call that a kind of an 
iron law. And when we introduce all of the great things that people such as yourself or Francis are 
introducing which is providing a lot of detail at the mechanis6c and developmental levels and so on. I 
want to say that that iron law of mul6level selec6on—adapta6on at any level requires a process of 
selec6on, at that level—remains. I think that's an important generality. I'm eager to know if you agree.  

Terrence Deacon:  I agree with that. Most of my interest is how you move between levels. Now we've got 
to talk about how it is that a whole organism or a whole insect colony becomes a unit. How is it that you 
begin from…now, the standard models, let me start with a comparison. I think it's an interes6ng 
comparison, because it's something that happened in a totally different field. Thermodynamics.  

 Thermodynamics un6l the 1950s and 60s was about near equilibrium processes. How things get 
stabilized. We have something in evolu6onary theory that's been this way un6l just very recently, which 
is what we call evolu6onary stable strategies.  

 What Darwin ini6ated was a way of discovering what we might call what's an evolu6onary stable 
strategy. We became beUer and beUer at it. We developed game theory approaches to it, how you 
stabilize systems. One of the things that happened in thermodynamic theory beginning in the 1960s and 
70s, was what we call far from equilibrium thermodynamics.  

 Far from equilibrium thermodynamics helped us understand how structure can be generated in 
thermodynamic systems. How novel structure can emerge. It's generally about the propaga6on of 
constraints to a higher level, where lower level constraints propagate into regulari6es at a higher level. 
You need things that somehow perturb the stable strategies.  

 What I've become interested in is, not so much that there aren't stable strategies, because I think, in 
order to build hierarchically you need to have stability at various levels. And I think the reason that 
biology has dis6nc6ve levels is because they've become stabilized.  

 The ques6on is first how you stabilize them, and we've been talking about this, about balance, about 
fairness and balance. In order to stabilize something that can't be invaded by destabiliza6on, that's what 
you need. But to move between levels I think you need something that does the destabilizing.  



 I think there's something intrinsic to all of biology that’s spontaneously destabilizing in the way that far 
from equilibrium systems are destabilizing. And that is mul6plica6on.  

 What happens is, we mul6ply genes, we mul6ply individuals, we mul6ply cells. That's a destabilizing 
process in the same way that adding energy or heat to a thermodynamic system destabilizes it. But that 
also allows—and here’s where we talk about gene duplica6on. Gene duplica6on within the genome does 
something similar to what organism duplica6on does at the level of natural selec6on.  

 You produce varia6on on a common theme. Theme of varia6on rela6onships. And now there can be 
selec6on on that theme and varia6on. That happens at the genome level as well. And people haven't 
quite recognized that the Darwinian story actually works en6rely at the gene level. We can talk about 
duplica6on, but one of the things that happen with duplica6on, is that you can also, as a result, develop 
shared interests. And you can shield each other. If you've got a duplicate func6on, you can shield... 

DSW:  As long as you're being selected as a collec6ve unit.  

TD:  Yes, that's right. The key is how do you get to the collec6ve unit stage? My work has all been about 
how duplica6on, redundancy creates this.  Let me give you my favorite example, it's the one that got me 
started on this. This has to do with why we primates need vitamin C. And how it shows this process in 
mo6on.  One is because it was cheaper to get vitamin C from diet than to make it ourselves. Once 
primates around 60 million years ago began to eat fruit instead of insects, although all mammals up to 
that point had the gene, GULO as it's some6mes described. It produces the last enzyme that turns 
glucose into ascorbic acid, vitamin C.  

 Primates had it also, we discovered that all primates, all anthropoid primates I should say, not 
prosimians, have a degraded version of it. But I carry a degraded version of that gene. It's degraded by 
what's called a frameshi_ muta6on, which means that it's total nonsense, but the structure is s6ll there.  

DSW:  And it didn't maUer because we had it in our diet.  

TD:  We have it in our diet.  

DSW:  And then we became addicted to it and everything since then has basically been to keep it in our 
diet.  

TD:  Here's what's interes6ng about that. One gene which was now shielded from selec6on, because we 
had this other stuff out here. It's now possible, since this is not in my body, it's now possible that others 
will get it before I get it. Or that I just won't recognize that it's ripe at the 6me. Selec6on to produce 
ascorbic acid, to produce an6oxidant func6on was on one gene. It's now shi_ed to taste, vision, 
diges6on, what we call these ascorbic acid carrier molecules in the blood, that now can carry it around. 
A whole bunch of things, distributed loci in the genome.  

 Different physiological func6ons in the body are now recruited to have this as their collec6ve 
consequence. They become…in a sense they cooperate now. They were doing totally separate things 
before. They are now coopera6ve precisely because the vitamin C-making gene degraded. But now we 
can eventually say that we have probably hundreds of genes contribu6ng to vitamin C produc6on.  Now 
what's interes6ng is that each of the produces just a frac6on of that func6on, which means it's also very, 
very stable. Knock one of them out and the others can preUy much take it over.  

 What's been done now is that we've taken selec6on that was on an individual, now I'm talking about the 
level of genes. And now distributed it over a large set of individuals. My argument about the higher level, 
this is a higher level of func6onal control. We've shi_ed it from single func6onal control to distribu6ve 
func6onal control, that each of these loci, needs the other loci to some extent. They've now become co-
dependent.  



 If you lose the ability for color vision, you won't judge ripe fruit well. If you lose the desire to have sweet 
and sour taste you will go a_er other things than fruit. Those things are now interdependent, because 
it's been distributed, they've developed a kind of co-dependence. And a co-dependent system like that 
actually has a kind of robustness that a single system doesn't.  

 My sugges6on is that that's analogous to every move up a level. We've now moved from a single gene to 
a coali6on of genes. We could tell a story about this in terms of language and the brain. How it was that 
vocaliza6ons controlled by just a few centers in primate brains are now controlled by almost the en6re 
cerebral cortex in human brains. We've distributed the func6on. And I think that there's a general 
feature of redistribu6ng func6on that works this way.  

 What's interes6ng is the driver is not only externaliza6on, but it's also degrada6on. We normally don't 
think about degrada6on as a source of progress. And the key here is that I think the degrada6on feature 
is one of the drivers of progress here.  

 And one of the things that we've found recently about the human genome is that we probably have 
more pseudo genes that almost any other mammal. Sugges6ng that there's a kind of degrada6on story 
generally for our bodies and our brains.  

DSW:  Well I think we are done with this session. That is amazing. Thank you my friend.


